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The Critical Path
“A project without a critical path is like a ship without a rudder.”
(D. Meyer, Illinois Construction Law)
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Congratulations to Young PMs of the Year!

My Tran Le is one of two Winners of the 2013 PMI Young Project
Manager of the Year Awards. My demonstrated a sound knowledge of
PMBOK and Change Management processes during her involvement
with a major project for Woolworths Limited.
My has been a long term volunteer of the PMI Sydney Chapter. She's
made particular contribution to the Building Better Futures Schools
program, chapter's communications and the PMIAUS13 conference.

David Faulkner is the second Winner of 2013 PMI Young Project
Manager of the Year. Also a PMI Sydney Chapter Member, David
lead the internal Software Development efforts. With his contribution the company was able to position the developed platform as a
new product globally.
In a politically sensitive area he delivered an agile software development project under close scrutiny of various stakeholders.
Please join us in congratulating My and David on their well deserved recognition.
Read about other 2013 Award Winners

Professional
Development Partner

GPO Box 241, Sydney,
NSW, 2001, Australia
www.pmisydney.org
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From the President’s Desk…
Great Conference! Great achievements! Thank you all.
What a great few weeks for PMI Sydney Chapter! We kicked off May with an energizing, thought
provoking, very well attended PMI Australia Inaugural Conference. Our key note speakers, presenters, sponsors, exhibitors and volunteers have set the bar quite high. The feedback we got was
astounding; the engagement was very dynamic and fulfilling. We thank you all for making this possible, for turning a dream that started with an idea early 2011 into a great reality in 2013. We are
proud of our achievements and we’d like to recognise and thank everyone who has contributed to
this success. You made it all possible via engaging, contributing, attending, enjoying and providing
input and feedback.
We look forward to our next collaborative effort with PMI Australian and NZ Chapters, joining out
sister chapters organising joint events as part of celebrating International Project Management Day
on Thursday 7th November 2013.
I’d like to take this opportunity to reflect - Mark Langley, PMI CEO who has kindly opened the conference with an enlightening and inspirational keynote speech, asking us if we’re ready to lead in
the coming years and if we are equipped to face the arising challenges within our profession, portfolio, program and project management. And that’s where our chapter, your chapter is leading, taking a very pro-active role, providing opportunities for all of us to get ready. Our Board of Directors,
Volunteers, Sponsors, Partners and Presenters are organising and delivering courses, workshops,
events and increasing the opportunities for our members to network, learn and have fun.
We participated in the first IT Talent conference (IT 18), an exciting opportunity that enabled us to
talk about our profession, what we’re looking for in a job and how to attract us.

Amany Nuseibeh,
PMP
President PMI
Sydney Chapter

We are continuing our exciting engagements with universities, as we attended a development day
at Curtin University and ran an event for Sydney University students.
Our great partnership with our sponsors continue, our speed learning event in collaboration with
CMI and IIBA was a great success, where no matter how long we’ve been in the profession, we
learned from each facilitator at least one thing or two. Our Breakfast event sponsored by DDLS has
definitely strike a chord, as our presenters talked about both the theory and the practice of Benefits.
Our Women in Project Management (WiPM) event sponsored by PwC was very inspiring, as four
female leaders shed a light on their experiences and engaged an audience that is keen to learn and
grow. Our volunteers have done a great job, drumming up support for Word Vision and iwda – international women development agency where more than 35 donated items were auctioned. All proceeds from the event will go to both charities. Missed out on these events? We’ll cover more exciting topics this year, our next event will cover personal branding.
Our popular courses, workshops and PMP exam preparation sessions are fully booked in no time.
Our new offerings will soon be published, thanks to the great sponsorship by Paxus and the innovative ideas of the professional development team. Take a moment to log-into the website – read the
latest updates, register for an upcoming event or course (there are discounts for PMI Sydney Chapter Members) and … enjoy the Single Sign On! Yes, we are continually looking at more efficient and
effective methods to engage with our members, make your life a little bit easier and free some
space in your memory. The Single Sing on means that you will now use your PMI.org log in to access the PMI Sydney Chapter website. New chapter members will get instantaneous access to
pmisydney.org so they can start enjoy the benefits straight away.
Our marketing team is going from strength to strength as we attract more sponsors enabling us to
offer more services. The Board continues to look for opportunities, as all Directors fulfil their respective roles, engage with our members and improve our services. We have a great team with
loads of passion and energy.
We’d like to spread our wings beyond Sydney. In whichever capacity, in Sydney or not, if you would
like to engage, facilitate or contribute. If you have any ideas, or would like to contribute to any of the
portfolios, give us a ring, email us, and express your interest – we look forward to your engagement, input and feedback.
Looking forward to seeing you at the next event.
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From the Events Director
It’s hard to believe that June is here already, but our events are in full swing. The past two
months have seen capacity turnouts for Speed Learning in April and Managing Benefits in
May. At the Speed Learning evening there was a real buzz around the tables as members
learned some great tips, tools and techniques to help them with their professional lives.
The May breakfast on Managing Benefits continued the theme of ‘What is your personal value-add?’ Every project manager should have some understanding of Benefit Management,
otherwise why does the project that you are managing even exist? Our speaker outlined how
Benefits Management is being undertaken in a major Australian business. Note that the
presentation material for this event can be downloaded from the website via the ‘Resources’
tab and the ‘Downloads’ option.
The subject for the chapter meeting on June 20 is ‘Personal Branding’ or ‘What Do You Stand For?’ As each of us
is responsible for our own reputation and career development, this session will help you to assess your brand and
develop your marketing plan for our highly connected world. Then our July session will examine some of the bestknown PMO, Programme and Project frameworks that you might like to include in your professional ‘kit bag.’ In
August we return to a personal perspective with Four Steps to More Trust, Less Obstacles, and Smoother Communication during Change, which will be presented by career change expert Clara Chorley, the founder of Clarity Unlimited.
Each of these sessions will stimulate you to look at who you are, what you do and how to manage in different
ways. I’m excited about these sessions and look forward to seeing you there, so check out the events listing on the
chapter website (www.pmisydney.org) and mark your calendars so you don’t miss out on future events.
Registration & cancellation
We aim to present informative and relevant speakers at our Chapter events, so register for events early to avoid
disappointment. Later, if are unable to attend, please let me know either by email (events@pmisydney.org) or SMS
at 0439 347 356. This will give those on the waiting list an opportunity to attend and ensure every seat is filled.
PDUs
Remember, you are entitled to claim 1 PDU for every PMI Sydney Chapter event that you attend. Details of how to
claim your PDUs as per the new categories are on our website via the ‘Professional Development’ tab and the
‘Claiming PDUs’ option

Meetup is the world's largest network of local groups. And, PMI Sydney
Chapter is now on Meetup! Visit:
http://www.meetup.com/Sydney-Project-Managers/ to check out the details
and to register. See you there

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI
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From the Marketing Director – Vikas Patole
It is now June 2013, and we are through the first half of a very busy and exciting year. In the
last 6 months, the marketing team has been successful in bringing in great sponsors who
support PMI Sydney. Our Platinum sponsors are DDLS and Paxus, Silver sponsors are Linkup and Wired Consulting and our Bronze sponsors are CommSec and CAI.
Each of our sponsors brings many opportunities to our members and we recommend you
review their offerings. We would be happy to help you connect with them.
The marketing brochure, collateral and other marketing material have now been finalised,
thus enabling the team to move quickly to attract and sign-up new sponsors.
Please check out the PMI Sydney Chapter Marketing and Information Brochures, share these brochures with
your colleagues and invite them to a PMI Sydney event.
As a reminder, our sponsor Paxus, Australia's leading provider of IT People, have generously offered as part of their
sponsorship places for up to 20 PMI members to attend, at a nominal fee, career development courses in the following areas;
· Career Guidance
· Resume Guidance
· Interview Techniques
· Building a successful LinkedIn profile
· One on one support where required.
If you are interested in any of these offerings from Paxus, then please contact marketing@pmisydney.org.
Lastly, and whilst we have your attention, if you believe there are other Sponsorship opportunities you would like us
to follow-up on or share with us please reach out to us at marketing@pmisydney.org

CONNECT WTH US

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI
STAY INFORMED
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From Communications Director, Maja Kowalski...
On May 22, we switched on a Single Sign On functionality that allows our members to
use their PMI.org log in details to log into the PMI Sydney Chapter (pmisydney.org.au)
website. It makes the log in process a lot easier and access to our website is granted as
soon as one joins the Sydney Chapter via PMI.org (there previously was approx 48hr
delay).
So far, it has been smooth sailing overall. We have had just a few enquiries /issues
raised, which can be resolved or explained as follows:
1.
2.

Ensure you have Cookies enabled on your computer
Ensure you have Cookies enabled on your smartphone/tablet browser (e.g. iPhone/iPad). If your current
setting is “From visited”, you may need to change the setting to “Always”, log in, then change it back to
“From visited”
Once you’ve logged in, ignore the “Chapter username” that appears in the top right corner of the homepage
(under the myPMI and Logout links) – this will be removed with the next release
If the page hangs once you’ve entered your login details, or you get re-directed to pmisydney.org but are still
not logged in (although you have entered the correct login details), this may be due to firewall settings on
your machine, particularly if you are using a work computer. Some organisations have strict internet access
policies which may restrict the use of the SSO functionality. Please try logging in on a different machine and
if the problem persists, please email communications@pmisydney.org

3.
4.

Should you experience any other technical issues, please email communications@pmisydney.org
For enquiries regarding your log in details, please either use the log in recovery tool on the log in screen, or contact customercare@pmi.org
All the best
Maja

Name Badge update
As noted in a previous newsletter, we will shortly introduce permanent name badges, rewarding those members
who regularly attend our events. The board has determined that members will need 5 points over a 12 month period to earn a badge. Points are awarded as follows:


Breakfast Seminar – 1 point



Evening Seminar – 1 point



PMP or CAPM Certification Prep Class – 1 point



Any Short Course – 2 points



Masterclasses



Hosting or presenting a course / seminar for no charge to PMI Sydney Chapter – 2 points



PMI Australia Conference (2 days) – 2 points



PMI Australia Conference Master Class – 2 points

- 2 points

The final lists will be determined in the next few weeks, and if we’re lucky, badges will be available for collection
from an event in July. Reviews of eligibility will be conducted quarterly, so if you miss out in July you can still earn
one by October.
Should you have any questions, please contact me at membership@pmisydney.org
Your Membership Director, Paul Barnes PMP.
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News from the Special Projects Director
PMI Australia Conference 2013 –
21st Century Leadership
The PMI Australia inaugural conference was held 1-3 May at the Sydney
Convention and Exhibition Centre. As
Conference Convenor I was proud
(and very tired) at the end of the 3
days. The buzz was electric and all
talk was on how much we are looking
forward to next year’s conference to be held in Melbourne.
Our Master of Ceremonies Iain Fraser (Fellow PMINZ)
kept everyone entertained and on time which was no
small feat. With over 250 delegates attending the 3 day
event, we were spoilt for choice with 7 keynote speakers, 22 stream presenters and 4 masterclasses all helping us on the journey to understand what it takes to be a
relevant 21st Century Leader. With many coming from
interstate and overseas, our delegates were able to connect with exhibitors as well as each other using our
smart app and join in the fun of winning fantastic giveaways.
Here are a few of my highlights (come have a chat with
me at the next PMI Sydney event for some more stories!) for those that couldn’t join us.
“Are you ready?”
Mark Langley, CEO and President of PMI opened the
discussion around the challenges ahead. PMI's 2013
Pulse of the Profession finds ‘that organisations risk, on
average, $135 million for every billion dollars spent. Organisations that focus on talent management, standardisation of tools and practices, and ensuring strategic
alignment of projects are what we need to concentrate
on.
“Are you a good Snakeholder?”
Who
would
have
thought they would be
up close and personal
to so many snakes at
a PM conference! It
was such a great analogy using snakes and
knowing how to handle them correctly to
get the right outcome to show how we can deal with different stakeholders on our projects. Check out the video
of our snakeholders here. Thank you to SSSafe Director
Craig Adams and Jürgen Oschadleus for bringing this
concept to our conference.

“If you aren’t failing very often, you aren’t trying very
hard” Cassandra Wilkinson
Some food for thought came from a speaker who was
not a project manager, but a manager of Sydney community radio station FBi, Cassandra Wilkinson. Having
the freedom in your workplace to be able to go after the
‘dream’ and be supported by management inspires people to work at their best.
“Younger PM’s see project management as a core skill;
older ones tend to consider it a niche capability.” Peter
Taylor
Peter Taylor, author of the Lazy Project Manager
touched on a very interesting point regarding our future
project managers when looking at the new breed of
PM’s coming into the workforce. Peter felt that technology and education will drive the next generation of project
management practice.
“No one can whistle a symphony. It takes an orchestra
to play it.” H.E. Luccock
The most important demonstration of leadership came
from within my own team. I am privileged to have
worked with such hardworking and dedicated project
managers to deliver this conference. We had the vision
of making a conference with a difference. All the delegates, speakers, exhibitors and sponsors; they helped
make the conference the success. As the conference
closed with us all up joining in a Zorba dance with the
Corporate Imposter we left with a feeling of accomplishment and satisfaction. I can’t wait for the 2014 conference experience. I hope to see you there!
“If you are leading and no one is following; you’re just taking
a walk!”
Afghani proverb

Figure 2 - The Organising Team - Frank Papa (MEL), Julia Checchia
(SYD),
Kate Morris (SYD), Joanne Murray (SYD), Adrian Pearce (SYD), Daniela Polit (SYD), Phillip Ow (SYD)

Figure 2 SSSafe Director Craig Adams

The Ultimate Tree House Project
We were proud to help Garry Nelson from PMINZ
launch his new children’s book – The Ultimate Tree
House Project. This book introduces basic Project Management concepts to children through an entertaining,
funny story and simple lessons taught to one of the children by her father who is (of course) a Project Manager.
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Professional Development
By Ha Nguyen, PMI Sydney Professional Development Director
What a busy productive time we are having in Professional Development. We are really gaining
momentum as a team as everyone is showing real commitment. We have got some great
achievements to report from across the portfolio.
As I mentioned in the last newsletter, we have been working with our sponsor PAXUS to develop a career development program including guidance on career, resume development and
interviewing techniques.
I am delighted to announce that Alastair Bor will take on the role of Associate Director for
Career Development in the Professional Development Portfolio. In his current role as General
Manager of Business Change and Solution Delivery, Alastair is responsible for delivering IT and
business solutions across all divisions of Transport of NSW. Alastair is very interested in supporting the PMI Sydney Chapter’s new initiative in providing career development services to its
members. He has hired and managed project managers for over a decade in various industries and has also had the good fortune to observe some of his mentees become quite successful in their project management careers. I am confident that with his experience and drive
for high performance, he will provide great support and help in driving delivery of valuable services to our members.
Alastair will be working closely with Stephen Tompkins at PAXUS in the launch of the new career development workshop scheduled for Mon 5 August 2013.
Our Training team has been busy refreshing the Certification preparation class material to include changes for the
PMBOK 5th edition.
The Education Team is expanding again - this month we have three new team members to introduce to you:
Lisa Ker :
I am currently working on a contract with Westpac in the Data Centre space as Technical
Writer/Business Analyst. My role involves documenting process flow, high level technical
design document, operations and handover manual, updating and creating floor layout of
Westpac main computer room located in Australia using Data centre planner application and
any other tasks that I can assist with.
My hobby is learning the piano for leisure and enjoying it. I love travelling and enjoy time
with family as much as I can. Volunteering will give me an opportunity to meet and get to
know more friends and also an opportunity to learn and pick up new skills. I am looking forward to the new challenge.
Katherine Ortiz Vanegas:
I have a bachelor’s degree in Computer Science and certified as a PMP (Project Management
Professional), COBIT and ITIL professional, with four years of experience as an IT Consultant
including three years as a Project Support Officer specialised in day-to-day project administration tasks.
Being a volunteer is an opportunity to share my skills helping and promoting the Sydney
Chapter’s services, events and programs in the Professional Development Portfolio. Also is a
good way to meeting interesting people and gain experience to develop my skills in project
management or another area related with it.
Chandrashekhar (Chandra) Bapat:
Chandrashekhar (Chandra) Bapat is a qualified Engineer and a Project Manager.
After 23 years of corporate career, he started his own consulting in 2013 and is also a director
on EPIC-X Pty Ltd.
He is an alumnus of Sydney University and Cambridge University, Six-Sigma Green belt and
TAE40110 certified and is a PMP in good standing. Since 2000, he lives in Sydney with his wife
and 2 sons and is an Australian Citizen.
By being a volunteer, Chandra will be able to give back to the project management discipline, practice and community which has helped him grow and succeed.
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...Cont from page 5
From June, we will be scouring the PMI Communities of Practice to bring you a selection of pre-recorded Webinars
on topics of relevance to the Project Management profession.
These webinars are available exclusively to PMI members, and at no additional cost. Participants may claim 1 Professional Development Unit (PDU) per one hour webinar.
We are very excited to be bringing these webinars to you and if they prove popular we will consider hosting our own
webinar sessions which will allow attendees to participate and interact in live discussions.
We would welcome your feedback and ideas, so please take a look and let us know what you think.
Are you a Registered Education Provider (REP) looking to Partner with PMI Sydney Chapter?
PMI Sydney Chapter enjoys its current partnership with Registered Education Providers (REP) actively involved with
Chapter activities. This partnership has helped Chapter and the REPs to serve the PM community.
The Chapter is excited to extend this partnership with more REP’s operating in NSW. We are planning to organize a
workshop with the REPs to explore the possible opportunities to collaborate. If you are interested please submit your
expression of interest to repcoordinator@pmisydney.org by 20th June.

Member's Discount for Short Courses

As a Chapter member, you receive a 50% discount on all chapter events and courses.
This is a significant saving on the non-member rate, which itself is often half the cost
of an equivalent commercial course.
It has come to our attention that some members have been registering nonmember friends and colleagues in order to obtain the member discount for them.
This is unfair to other members and non-members who pay the full fee.
Member benefits are intended for members alone so please remember that the Member Discount only applies
to members who book and attend the relevant event themselves.

Exam Changes Coming Up Soon!
With the release of PMBoK Fifth Edition, the CAPM and PMP Examination will be
changing on the following dates:
CAPM:
PMP:

1st July 2013
1st August 2013

PMI Sydney Chapter offers CAPM and PMP Prep Classes every month. These sessions are very popular and book out fast. From July’13, the prep classes will be following PMBoK 5th ed. Visit the PMI Sydney Certification Preparation Study page for more details.
Download or Order PMBoK Fifth Edition
PMI Members can download a FREE PDF copy from the PMI.org website. You can also purchase a hard
copy on PMI Global Marketplace. PMI Members receive 25% discount.
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Professional Development Master class Presented by the PMI Sydney Chapter

THE RISK DOCTOR
PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT MASTER
CLASS
Presented by Dr David Hillson PMI Fellow, HonFAPM, FIRM
Director, Risk Doctor & Partners

Dr David Hillson is The Risk Doctor. As an international risk consultant, David is recognised as a leading thinker and expert
practitioner in risk management. He consults, writes and speaks widely on the topic and he has made several innovative contributions to the field. David’s motto is “Understand profoundly so you can explain simply”, ensuring that his work represents both sound thinking and practical application.
All projects are risky, and effective risk management is a key contributor to project and business success. Project
risk management is well established, with an agreed process, accepted methods and proven techniques. Despite
this consensus, some elements of risk management are still problematic.
This intermediate level Master Class addresses these sticking–points, presenting practical solutions to the most
difficult parts of the risk process. http://pmisydney.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=417&Itemid=0

Sydney Chapter Members receive a 50% discount – please ensure you log into the website before registering.
You can earn 7 PDU’s by attending this Masterclass which will take place on Thursday 19th September 2013 from
9:00 am to 5:00 pm, at Paxus Offices - Level 19, 99 Walker Street - North Sydney NSW 2060.
Please always check the Events Register on our website for any changes to course location or time.

PMI® Project Management Salary Survey
Knowing your earning potential is an invaluable asset. Use it to leverage opportunities at work,
invest in skills that increase your marketability and plan the next phase of your career.
Awareness of project management salaries is critical for your organization as well, to compete
for top talent as demand increases.
Get the salary survey
The PMI Project Management Salary Survey — Seventh Edition is available at the Marketplace. Click here to access the survey
PMI members have complimentary access
Members: log in to access the report and a self-directed query that lets you compare salary data by position and geographic location.
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Exciting New Career Development Workshop
Presented by the PMI Sydney Chapter
Career Building for Project Managers
Mon 5 August 2013
Presented by Stephen Tompkins
Senior Account Director, PAXUS

The current job market is tough and hiring managers and recruiters are currently receiving over 100 applications
per role. The market in the Project Management space is seeing levels of competition that were last seen in the
GFC. The most successful candidates in today’s market have a planned approach towards their career search.
They know how to market themselves, find their next role and secure it.
Learn how to position yourself to give you the best chance to secure your next Project Management position and
create your professional brand that will make your candidature stand out from the crowd for all the right reasons.
Topics include:













Market overview
The recruitment process
Job search strategy & structure
A framework to maximise productive role searching
The hidden job market
The role of social media
LinkedIn
Applications
Covering letters
Building a winning resume
The interview, the basics & Questions and responses
Final tips

Take the opportunity to learn from an industry specialist and get to know other project managers currently looking
or preparing for their next role. The supportive environment encourages participants to share knowledge and current challenges with fellow group members.
The workshop will take place on Mon 5h August 2013 from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, at Paxus Offices - Level 19, 99
Walker Street - North Sydney NSW 2060.
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Exciting Upcoming Short Courses Presented by the PMI Sydney
Chapter
We have the following short courses coming up in the next few months and registrations are open now.
Sydney Chapter Members receive a 50% discount – please ensure you log into the website before registering.
You can earn 7 PDU’s by attending our short courses. All classes are run on a Saturday, at Paxus Offices Level 19, 99 Walker Street - North Sydney NSW 2060.
Please always check the Events Register on our website for any changes to course location, date or time.

29 June 2013

Short Course: Change Management for
Project Managers

Jennifer Zuber, from Changeworks Consulting, will
lead you through a series of exercises, discussions
and case studies that will enable you to better understand Organisational Change Management concepts
and implementation techniques aligned to a project
management framework. After completing this course,
you will have an understanding of OCM activities &
deliverables, roles & responsibilities, and tools & techniques. Jennifer will also present practical things you
can do to overcome OCM obstacles and resistance.

20 July 2013

Short Course: Program Management

Craig Wilkins presents an interactive workshop that
provides the basic “how to” of program set up and
governance, the key roles and responsibilities within a
program, the leadership capacity required for success,
the linkage from strategic planning through to the delivery of the benefits and very importantly, the differences between program management and project
management.

27 July 2013

Bridging

This workshop, led by Gina Davidovic is specifically
designed to help managers and team members optimize project performance when working in virtual environments. Participants in this session will learn practical techniques for how to communicate effectively at a
distance and build a stronger and more connected
team, ultimately increasing productivity. Considering
the rise of virtual teams, developing a global mindset
among managers is essential.

the Distance: Leading Virtu-

al Teams

10 Aug 2013

Short Course: Stakeholder Management

This one day program delivered by Monica Lunin,
partner at 6 Degrees, will help project managers to
build trust-based relationships, articulating value and
understanding how to communicate more effectively.
Participants will build their skills in the areas of face to
face stakeholder encounters and objection handling.

14 Sept 2013

Short Course: Agile Principles for Project Managers

The course is presented by James King, an experienced agile coach and trainer, and aims to provide
project managers with the confidence to discuss the
benefits and limitations of agile approaches to projects
and to understand the thinking behind many of the
techniques that are seen as “agile” in modern projects.
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PMI Sydney Chapter Members Survey
Hi PMI Sydney Chapter Members
I am conducting a survey related to my PhD thesis to collect data from project managers throughout Australia in
the field of large construction projects to know about the governance mechanisms have been used in their
construction projects.
For that reason, I designed an online questionnaire and I would like to invite you to participate in my research. I’m
aiming to gather at least 250 responses by end of Jun’13. Your assistance is
highly appreciated.
Click the link to launch the questionnaire:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/3SWJX9N
Please feel free to ask any question about the survey and any related issues.
Many thanks for your help and support in advance.
Seyed Yaser Bani Hashemi (BE, MSc)
PhD Candidate
Mobile: +61 4 5097 9794

Brian Kooyman R.I.P
It is with deepest regret that PMI Sydney Chapter wish to advise the death of Brian Kooyman who passed away suddenly in Adelaide on Saturday 1st June at the age of 65.
The Project Management Community will recall Brian as a PMI member, a friend, a colleague and a great contributor
to the profession. On the PMI front Brian made significant contributions over the years to various PMI international
Boards including the Standards Committee, the Ethics Committee and to the development of the in the early days.
As well as being Managing Director and owner of Tracey Brunstrom and Hammond for many years, Brian was also:


Adjunct Professor of Project Management, University of Technology Sydney (UTS);



Honorary Associate Graduate School of Government, University of Sydney;



Life Fellow of the Australian Institute of Project Management (AIPM), he served as NSW Chapter President,
National President and the Chair Council of Fellows; and



Adjunct Professor at Curtin University.

Brian will be remembered as “very professional, likeable and fun company”.
We offer Brian’s family our sincere condolences and recognition of the enormous contributions that Brian made to
the project management profession and community over the years.
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A showcase event at the University of Sydney
By Julia Checchia, Immediate Past President PMI Sydney Chapter
What an exciting couple of months it has been!
Not only did we have a fabulous inaugural PMI Australia conference at the beginning of
May, showcasing commitment, determination and excellence the PMI Sydney Chapter
board and volunteers can apply in their delivery, but we also deliver another fabulous successful event at the University of Sydney on May 9th, 2013.
PMI Sydney Chapter organised the following speakers who presented to a room packed
with the University of Sydney (UoS) students:
a)
Jürgen Oschadleus who spoke about the integration of project management with all
other professions from a multi-industry perspective
b)

Ilan Goldstein who spoke about scrum and what are the specific characteristics from Agile we can use across
project management across industries including in construction and engineering.

c)

Jennifer Devlin from Ambition offered ideas on project management opportunities and how to better position
oneself as a professional in this highly competitive market

I presented on the benefits of belonging to a professional organisation such as PMI, Engineers Australia or Australian Institute of Building, and how students can use these organisations for their professional growth.
In addition to our speakers, Robert Ma, a UoS alumni, presented his perspectives on why he chose and stayed in
the project management career.
There were about 100 students and they stayed tuned in for over 3 hours, engaged into, what I consider, a very enlightening information exchange.
UoS expressed their gratitude and re-enforced their commitment to keeping students well informed about the benefits of belonging to professional organisations, such a PMI, and for that one of their lucky door prizes was PMI Membership.
We look forward to holding similar events targeted at school and university students in the future.

PMI Sydney Chapter Toastmasters Club now Chartered
The club was formed on 27th Jul 2012 by initiative of the then Peter O'Driscoll (Vice President’2012 of PMI Sydney Chapter). To get the Club up and running there was a requirement
of at least 20 members. The club started with good number of members that grew very
quickly to enable the Chartering of the club.
There was a small ceremony held on 1st May where the Charter certificate and the Club banner were presented to
the club’s President Puneet Grover by Jan Vecchio DTM District Governor, District 70 official. David Fisher
DTM Lt. Governor Marketing, District 70 was also present at this occasion.
The PMI SC Toastmasters club meets every 1st and 3rd Wednesday of the month. For
those of you who are not familiar with Toastmasters, and how being part of that organisation will enhance your communication skills take a trip around the Toastmasters web
site or visit the District 70 – NSW and ACT – website for more localised information
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How To Upgrade Yourself To The PMBOK® Guide 5th Edition
By Cornelius Fichtner, PMP, CSM
If you studied to take your Project Management Professional (PMP)® exam using A Guide to
the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) fourth edition and had to reschedule your exam date to on/after July 31, 2013, then you now have to take the PMP Exam
based on the new PMBOK® Guide fifth edition. The Project Management Institute (PMI)® will
not make any exceptions to this rule.
There are notable changes between version four and version five of the PMBOK® Guide. For
instance the number of Knowledge Areas has been increased from 9 to 10 (new: Project
Stakeholder Management) and the number of processes has been increased from 42 to 47.
In addition many more processes were renamed.
Appendix X1 in the PMBOK® Guide fifth edition describes the bulk of the changes.
Because of this large amount of changes throughout the PMBOK® Guide it is impossible to simply "study the difference". The changes are sometimes conceptual, sometimes dramatic and sometimes minor. You have to apply a holistic approach.
However, it must also be said that just because the PMBOK® Guide has changed, project management itself hasn't
changed. The fundamental way in which projects are managed is still the same. The PMBOK® Guide is simply our
general framework describing the activities & techniques that are commonly accepted to be good practices on most
projects most of the time.
But in order to pass your PMP exam you will need to be aware of the new definitions in the PMBOK® Guide. Studying them takes effort, dedication and time. Here is a possible study approach to "upgrade" yourself to the PMBOK®
Guide fifth edition:
1) Study Appendix X1 and familiarize yourself with the changes: processes that have been added, moved or renamed.
2) Study Appendix X3 and familiarize yourself with the Interpersonal Skills a project manager should have.
3) Study Annex A1 - The Standard for Project Management of a Project. Here you want to Study the short descriptions for each of the five process groups and for each of the 47 processes.
4) Study table 3-1 on page 61 and know which process belongs to which process group. For the exam it is a good
idea to be able to start with a blank piece of paper and draw this table from memory.
5) Study table 4-1 on page 78 and know which documents are part of the project management plan and which ones
are "just" other project documents.
6) And finally (and unfortunately): Study the complete PMBOK® Guide 5th edition twice.
When studying the new PMBOK® Guide familiarize yourself with the new inputs, tools & techniques and outputs of
all the processes. A good approach is to study the Data Flow Diagram for each of the 47 processes. These diagrams
illustrate the flow of the inputs and outputs and will strengthen your understanding of how they move between the
many processes. It will also help you understand the integrated nature of all the processes in the PMBOK® Guide.
You should also get to know the new processes that have been added and make special note of the new Earned
Value Calculations Summary Table 7-1 on page 224, which looks suspiciously close to a table that I developed and
have published since 2009 for our PMP Exam Formula Guide…
I recommend that you plan a minimum of two weeks of intense study.
About the author: Cornelius Fichtner, PMP, CSM is a noted PMP expert. He has helped nearly 25,000 students prepare for the PMP exam with The Project Management PrepCast and offers one of the best PMP exam simulators on
the market.
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RISK DOCTOR BRIEFING

MANAGING RISK ACROSS BORDERS
© January 2013, Dr David Hillson FIRM, HonFAPM, PMI Fellow

david@risk-doctor.com

Many organisations conduct business internationally in our connected world, and we need to consider the particular risks that might arise from operating or trading across borders. We recently learned about the risk approach
adopted by AECI (www.AECI.co.za) whose business involves transporting toxic chemicals and high-explosives
across Africa. They have identified the following five risk categories for their business, together with sample generic risks in each category, to ensure that risk is understood and minimised as far as possible (*):
1.

Economic and financial risks. This category includes: price fluctuations; maturity of banking systems; tax
requirements; foreign exchange risk; interest rate risk; access to capital; data integrity in financial systems;
infrastructure neglect; compliance with country-specific laws/regulations; unmanageable inflation; adequacy
of in-country public liability coverage; additional in-country import tariffs and quotas.

2.

Environmental risks. This group of risks covers natural or man-made disasters, including: irremediable pollution; persistent extreme weather conditions; vulnerability to geomagnetic storms; rising greenhouse gas
emissions.

3.

Geopolitical risks. These are risks relating to politics, diplomacy, conflict, crime and governance, including:
entrenched organised crime; political instability; failure to resolve diplomatic conflicts; cultural disconnect;
pervasive corruption/bribery/fraud; terrorism; piracy; trade embargos; political sanctions; lack of cross-border
agreements.

4.

Societal risks. Risks in this category relate to population dynamics, social stability and human survival, including: availability of skilled/experienced personnel; adequacy of electricity supply; chronic diseases; increased safety incidents; unmanaged migration; vulnerability to pandemics; water supply crises.

5.

Technological risks. These risks depend on the nature of the specific business, but would usually include:
critical systems failures; cyber-attacks; adequacy of internet connectivity; ineffective intellectual property protections; data breach/fraud/theft; scarcity and availability of raw materials.

Your business may not involve cross-border transport of toxic chemicals or high explosives. But if there is an international aspect to your operations, you might like to consider these risk categories and see whether any of them
might be relevant. In our globalised world most of us are exposed to some degree of cross-border risk, and the
AECI approach offers insights that could be helpful.

To provide feedback on this Briefing Note, or for more details on how to develop effective risk management, contact the Risk Doctor (info@risk
-doctor.com), or visit the Risk Doctor website (www.risk-doctor.com).

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI Sydney
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Top 20 Project Sponsor Types
By Chintan Shah
As part of PMI Australia Conference, I attended Masterclass Strategies for Project Sponsorship with The Lazy
PM Peter Taylor.

Can you find your Sponsor on this list?
1. Delegated Sponsor
2. Sideline Sponsor
3. Automatic Sponsor
During the day we completed several exercises that
generated several engaging and interesting discussions. 4. Full-time Sponsor
Each discussion described Sponsors in different light. I 5. Executive Assistant Sponsor
took notes of several different types of Sponsors we see 6. On the Fence Sponsor
in the real world. Personally, I feel that Sponsors can
7. Collector Sponsor
make or break your Projects. Depending on the interest
8. Accidental Sponsor
and influence your Sponsor brings, it can be a smooth
9. Name Only Sponsor
ride as a Project Manager or a battle you need to fight
10. Busy Sponsor
on your own. Luckily, I have found myself working with
engaged and influential Sponsors and learned strategies 11. Missing In Action (MIA) Sponsor
to manage them better at the Masterclass.
12. Project Sponsor in Disguise
13. Indecisive Sponsor
14. Seagull Sponsor
15. Devil Sponsor
16. Opposition Defiant Sponsor
17. Counter Minded Sponsor
18. Untrained Sponsor
19. Saboteur Sponsor
20. Buy Dinner Sponsor
Which category is your Sponsor?
Or if you are a Sponsor do you recognise being in one of
the above categories?
Leave a Reply here

Your Feedback ...

Have you recently attended a Chapter Event, Short Course or PMP/CAPM Prep Session?
Let us know your feedback. Click on the relevant link below or scan the QR code with your iPhone to gain
instant access to the online questionnaire:

Chapter Event

Short Course

CAPM/PMP Pre Class

Tip! The above links are on our homepage for easy access in the future
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Board Contact Details
President

Amany Nuseibeh PMP

president@pmisydney.org

0415 919 210

Immediate Past President

Julia Checchia PMP

ipp@pmisydney.org

0412 268 657

Vice President

Jordan Vamvakidis PMP

vicepresident@pmisydney.org
0438 588 869
0437 698 811

Treasurer

Chris White

treasurer@pmisydney.org

Secretary

Chris McLoon PMP

secretary@pmisydney.org

0411 712 785

Events

Malcolm McFarlane

events@pmisydney.org

0439 347 356

Membership

Paul Barnes PMP

membership@pmisydney.org

Communications

Maja Kowalski PMP

communications@pmisydney.org

Volunteers

Philip Reid PMP

volunteers@pmisydney.org

Professional Development

Ha Nguyen

development@pmisydney.org

Building Better Futures

TBC

buildingbetterfutures@pmisydney.org

Marketing

Vikas Patole PMP

marketing@pmisydney.org

0418 864 854

Special Projects

Kate Morris

specialprojects@pmisydney.org

0409 577 754

0401 632 968

0401 142 513

The Critical Path is published bi-monthly by the PMI Sydney Chapter and is distributed to approx 3,000 people. A
first Chapter Meeting on 15 April 1997. Today the limited number of advertising pages are accepted in each
Chapter has over 1,700+ members from a mixture issue. The rates for advertising are as follows:
PMI commenced in Australia in 1997 and held its

of industries including, but not limited to:
construction, engineering, banking, insurance,
finance, IT, telecommunications, consulting and
pharmaceutical. Approximately 50% of Australian
PMI's members are PMPs. PMI is strongly supported
by a majority of companies in Australia and
internationally. The Sydney Chapter conducts
regular chapter meetings, education and
certification courses and runs an annual conference
in an effort to promote the profession of Project

Visit our website or download the 2013 Media Kit for
further information on The Critical Path - Publication &
Content Dates for 2013.

Membership Stats
Total Members
PMP Members
CAPM Members
PgMP Members
PMI-SP
PMI-RMP
PMI-ACP

1782
862
48
4
7
6
12

Management within NSW and Australia.
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This Newsletter is published by the Editorial Team of the
Communications Portfolio on behalf of the
Project Management Institute Sydney Australia Chapter.
We welcome articles, interviews excerpts, general information and other contributions to enhance project
management knowledge and understanding of our chapter members .please send these to the
Communications Director.
Disclaimer: The views expressed in the articles are those of the respective authors and do not represent
PMI or the Chapter.
PMI Sydney Chapter does not endorse any products or services advertised in this newsletter.

Editorial Team
Communications Director:
Maja Kowalski PMP
Editor:
Joan Amudu
Assistant Editor:
“Vacant—Recruiting Now!”

Project Management Institute
Sydney Chapter

Advertising Rates
Critical Path:
$149 for quarter page

GPO Box 241
Sydney
NSW 2001

$199 for half page
$299 for full page

Australia

NEW! Website advertising:
www.pmisydney.org
LinkedIn Group
Twitter: @PMISydney

Check out the 2013 Media Kit package options
and rates.
Contact communications@pmisydney.org for
bookings.

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI Sydney
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